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Important Notes
▪ If you want a copy of the slides:
▪

Please register at our homepage
(www.HyperionResearch.com )
 or leave a business card

▪ Check out our websites:
▪
▪

www.HyperionResearch.com
www.hpcuserforum.com

▪ For updated ROI results:
▪

www.hpcuserforum.com/ROI
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Visit Our Website: www.HyperionResearch.com
Twitter: HPC_Hyperion@HPC_Hyperion

Hyperion Research Holdings, LLC:
▪ Owns 100% of the IDC HPC assets
▪ Tracking the HPC market since 1986
▪ Headquarters:
365 Summit Ave., St. Paul, MN 55102
© Hyperion Research 2018
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The Hyperion Research Team
Earl Joseph

Research studies & strategic consulting

Steve Conway

Strategic consulting, Big Data, AI/ML/DL,

Bob Sorensen

Strategic research, government studies, QC

Alex Norton

Special studies, new data analysis, surveys

Mike Thorp

Global sales management

Kurt Gantrish

Global sales management

Jean Sorensen

Business manager

Kirsten Chapman

Data collection and surveys

Katsuya Nishi

Japan research and studies
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Hyperion Research HPC Activities
•

Track all HPC servers sold each quarter
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

By 28 countries

4 HPC User Forum meetings each year
Publish 85 plus research reports each year
Visit all major supercomputer sites & write reports
Assist in collaborations between buyers/users and vendors
Assist governments in HPC plans, strategies and direction
Assist buyers/users in planning and procurements
Maintain 5 year forecasts in many areas/topics
Develop a worldwide ROI measurement system
HPDA program (includes ML/DL/AI)
HPC Cloud usage tracking
Quarterly tracking of GPUs/accelerators
Cyber Security
Quantum Computing
Map applications to algorithms to architectures

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Agenda
1. Update on the HPC market
2. HPDA-AI, and ML/DL update
3. Cloud Computing Update and Our New
Scorecard Tool
4. Quantum Computing Update
5. The Global Exascale Race
6. The SC18 Innovation Award Winners
7. Conclusions

© Hyperion Research 2018
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HPC Market Update

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Top Trends in HPC
The first half of 2018 is looking strong – $6.9 billion
(US$) in revenues!
• 2017 was also a strong year ($12.3 billion for the full year)
The top systems has slowed for over 4 years
• Governments are investing heavily in exascale
systems, so by 2022 we expect a large spike in sales
Big data combined with HPC is creating new solutions
• Adding many new users/buyers to the HPC space
• AL/ML/DL & HPDA are the hot new areas
Software continues to be a major area that needs
improvement
© Hyperion Research 2018
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Top Trends in HPC
2Q 2018 showed major growth:

© Hyperion Research 2018
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The Worldwide HPC Server Market:
$12.3 Billion in 2017
▪ Record revenues

HPC
Servers
$12.3B

Supercomputers
(Over $500K)
$4.6B

Workgroup
(under $100K)
$1.9B

Divisional
($250K - $500K)
$2.3B

© Hyperion Research 2018

Departmental
($100K - $250K)
$3.5B
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HPC Market By Vendor ($ Thousands)
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2017 HPC Market By Vertical ($ Thousands)
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Storage Systems In HPC

© Hyperion Research
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Interconnects Used At HPC Sites

© Hyperion Research
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File Systems Used At HPC Centers

© Hyperion Research
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New HPC Market Forecasts ($ K)

© Hyperion Research 2018
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New Forecasts:
The Broader HPC Market ($ K)

© Hyperion Research 2018
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HPDA-AI (ML, DL)

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Key Takeaway

Most Economically Important Use Cases
Precision Medicine

Automated Driving Systems
Fraud and anomaly detection
Affinity Marketing
Business Intelligence
Cyber Security
IoT
© Hyperion Research 2018
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Hyperion Definitions

AI: Machine Learning, Deep Learning
▪ Artificial Intelligence (AI): a broad, general term for
the ability of computers to do things human thinking
does (but NOT to think in the same way humans
think). AI includes machine learning, deep learning
and other methodologies.
▪ Machine learning (ML): a process where examples are used to
train computers to recognize specified patterns, such as human blue eyes
or numerical patterns indicating fraud. The computers are unable to learn
beyond their training and human oversight is needed in the recognition
process. The computer follows the base rules given to it.
▪ Deep Learning (DL): an advanced form of machine learning that uses
digital neural networks to enable a computer to go beyond its training and
learn on its own, without additional explicit programming or human
oversight. The computer develops its own rules.
©Hyperion Research 2018
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Key Takeaway

AI is Still Near the Start
Today: Bounded Problems
▪ Many observations but few
choices
▪ “One trick dogs”: 10 AI
solutions in a box to solve 10
problems
▪ Examples:
• Image & voice recognition
• Early automated driving
• Reading an MRI

©Hyperion Research 2018

Future: Unbounded, Too
▪ Many observations, many
choices
▪ Versatile decision-makers
capable of serious experiential
learning
▪ Examples:
• Discerning human motivation
• Mature automated driving
• Diagnosing/”curing” a cancer

21

WW M/L, D/L, & AI Forecasts

© Hyperion Research 2018
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AI/Deep Learning Major Challenges
MARKET STATUS

“The amount of data
available today is
miniscule compared
to what we need for
deep learning.”
Marti Head,
GlaxoSmithKline

©Hyperion Research 2018

▪ HPC has moved to the forefront of DL/AI
research
▪ Ecosystem (including GPGPUs) formed
around social media/Web giants
▪ DL needs massive data: not available yet
in many markets
▪ Lack of standard benchmarks lengthens
sales process
▪ Need for transparency HPC simulation!
▪ Lots of time/money being spent to get
there

23

Key Takeaway

Big Picture: Data Science Is Mainstream
▪ Has greatly expanded from national security niche
•
•
•
•

Huge trend from basic science to FSI, healthcare, retail, mfg
Biology’s transition to a data science is far along
GSA looking to use AI for the acquisition process
Quickly spreading to criminal justice, humanities, social
sciences

▪ The transparency issue could curtail progress
• Strong reactions to isolated failures (e.g., Uber ADS death,
Sloan-Kettering misdiagnoses) could create societal pressure
to slow rollouts in economically important new use cases
• ADS liability/ethical frameworks differ by jurisdiction today

© Hyperion Research 2018
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HPC Cloud Computing

© Hyperion Research 2018
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What We (and Users) See Happening
Historic Model

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

On premise data center
Policy driven
Inelastic
Inflexible
Highest data security

© Hyperion Research 2018

Emerging Model

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Seamless hybrid environment
Policy driven
Elastic
Flexible
Cloud data security concerns
26

Major Trend

HPC in the Cloud
▪ Over 70% of HPC sites run some jobs in public clouds
• Up from 13% in 2011
▪ Just over 10% of all HPC jobs are now running in clouds
• Public clouds are cost-effective for some jobs, but up to
10x more expensive for others
• Key concerns: security, data loss
▪ Private and hybrid cloud use is growing faster
▪ Big public clouds are going heterogeneous – and are
getting much better at running a broader set of HPC
workloads
• AWS with Ryft FPGAs, Google with NVIDIA GPGPUs
© Hyperion Research 2018
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Top Reasons for Using External Clouds
All Sites
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Extra capacity (“surges”)
Cost-effectiveness
Isolate R&D projects
Special HW/SW features
Management decision
No on-premise data center

© Hyperion Research 2018

Government Only
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Special HW/SW features
Extra capacity (“surges”)
No on-premise data center
Cost-effectiveness
Management decision
Isolate R&D projects
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Historic HPC Spending in Public Clouds

© Hyperion Research 2018
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New Public Cloud Forecast

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Total HPC Including Public Cloud Spending
▪ TOTAL HPC spending grew from $22B in 2013 to $26B in 2017, and
is projected to reach $44B in 2022

© Hyperion Research 2018
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What We Often Hear
“My boss says, why can’t you do everything in the cloud?”
“Clouds are only for embarrassingly parallel jobs.”
“It’s much more expensive to run jobs in the cloud.”
“It’s much cheaper to run jobs in the cloud.”

“I’m worried about data security and data loss in the cloud.”

So we created a tool/scorecard to help understand
the fit of public clouds for HPC applications…
© Hyperion Research 2018
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The Hyperion Research
Cloud Friendliness
Scorecard Tool

© Hyperion Research
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About This Tool
▪ This tool is designed to help users decide between two
popular environments for running HPC workloads:
• On premise facilities or in public clouds.

▪ The metrics and observations are drawn from our
global research and interactions with end users, CSPs
and other members of the worldwide HPC community.
▪ The scorecard at the end of this slide deck allows users
to record their responses concerning each application
or workload they evaluate using this tool.
Hyperion Research offers this tool without charge to the HPC community, in
the hope that it will be useful.
We welcome feedback on the tool: Contact Alex Norton,
anorton@hyperionres.com
© Hyperion Research
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Definitions
▪ ON PREMISE: Hyperion Research defines on premise
computing facilities as those that are located inside the
firewall of a user organization. It includes technical
servers that are owned by the individual organization or
by a small group of organizations.
▪ PUBLIC CLOUD: Hyperion Research defines a public
cloud as a computing resource that is offered by a thirdparty (cloud services provider) over the Internet, such
that anyone (or almost anyone) can access the
resource. It is owned by a different organization than the
end user's organization.

© Hyperion Research
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How to Use This Tool
▪ To use the tool, you select a number on each
scale (between 0 to 10) for each attribute, and
then sum them for a total result.
• The tool consists of a series of “sliders" that you can
select between the two end points for each workload
you use the tool to evaluate: “Public Cloud Favored”
or “On Premise Favored.”
• The scorecard at the end shows where your overall
evaluation falls:
▪
▪

A lower score favors the on-prem option
A higher score favors the public clouds option

© Hyperion Research
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Workload Peaks
On-Prem
Favored

▪ Day-to-day
workload level is
fairly consistent,
with peaks typically
less than 20%

Public Clouds
Favored

▪ Workload mix has
major peaks in user
demand or if you often
have new large short
term projects

Observations from Research :
▪ Public clouds are good at handling peak workloads.

▪ In some cases, on-prem wait times can be very high, so moving cloud-friendly
application workloads to a public cloud can provide a solution.

© Hyperion Research
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Workload Variability
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Consistent workloads
in terms of processor
counts, memory,
storage, and data
transfer requirements

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ Highly variable workloads
in terms of processor
counts, memory, storage
and data transfer
requirements

Observations from Research :
▪ Public clouds have an advantage with burst or inconsistent workloads.

▪ Consistent workloads, especially those that keep a system busy at 60% or higher
tend to favor on-prem solutions.

© Hyperion Research
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Workload Parallelism
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Interprocessor
communications key
performance
determinant

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ Embarrassingly parallel
workload: with limited
interprocessor
communications required for
performance

Observations from Research :
▪ Highly parallel applications and workloads with limited internode communications
have are good fit on public clouds.
▪ The access to proper bandwidth in the cloud is an ongoing consideration with the
public cloud. The availability of the necessary hardware for inter-processor
communication is inconsistent, but available.
© Hyperion Research
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Workload Size
On-Prem
Favored

▪ Large workloads,
measured by CPU
counts, memory
size, program
execution time, etc.

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ Small workloads,
measured by CPU
counts, memory size,
program execution time,
etc.

Observations from Research :

▪ Smaller workloads tend to be more cloud friendly.
▪ Larger consistent workloads tend to be more expensive in public clouds, and
often require considerable custom optimization of the hardware and/or
software, making them less cloud friendly.

© Hyperion Research
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Data Set Size
On-Prem
Favored

▪ Larger data
sets

Public Clouds
Favored

▪ Smaller data
sets

Observations from Research :
▪ Smaller data sets or data sets that start in a cloud fit well in public clouds.
▪ The cost of moving large data sets into the cloud, can be high in many cases.

▪ And once you move that data, it can be expensive to get it back.
▪ Data movement can be one of the highest cost of migrating to the public
cloud.

© Hyperion Research
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Data Security
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Strong data
security
requirements

Public Clouds
Favored

▪ Minimal data
security
concerns

Observations from Research :
▪ To most end users, one of the major inhibitors of public clouds today is data
security.
▪ If it is essential to know exactly where your data is, and feel 100% confident
about the security of the data, on-prem is often a better fit.

▪ For many sites the public cloud offerings from the major vendors are very secure,
and offer greater security than on their on-prem capabilities, so a cloud solution in
these cases can improve data security.
© Hyperion Research
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Data Movement During Processing
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Large data sets with
high data movement
during processing is
critical performance
determinant

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ Smaller data sets or
larger data sets with
lower amounts of
overall data movement
during processing

Observations from Research :
▪ Workloads with smaller data sets or larger ones with limited data movement,
can often fit well in public clouds

▪ Large scale data movement remains a major cost inhibitor for most public
clouds, as moving large amounts of data takes time and can be very
expensive, so in these cases an on-prem solution can work well.
© Hyperion Research
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Specialty Hardware
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Already have special
hardware on-prem to
support applications

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ No special hardware
on-prem to support
applications

Observations from Research:
•

Public clouds are a good place to access specialized hardware, especially if it is only
required for specific workloads.

•

Public clouds can also provide an avenue to experiment with specialty hardware.

•

If your site already has the special hardware installed, it is generally a better fit.

© Hyperion Research
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Required Processor Speed
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Requires specialized
or high speed
processors for
workloads

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ Lower speed
processors provide
acceptable
performance

Observations from Research :
▪ Access to high speed or specialized processors in public clouds can quickly
increase costs.
▪ Public clouds costs go down when lower speed processors provide
acceptable application performance.

© Hyperion Research
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Interconnects Required
On-Prem
Favored

▪ Applications requires
specialized high
bandwidth, low
latency interconnects

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ Applications work
well with standard
interconnects

Observations from Research :
▪ Pubic cloud costs increase quickly as higher performance and more capable
interconnects are added.
▪ When standard interconnects are acceptable, public cloud costs decrease.

© Hyperion Research
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Application Software Stack
On-Prem
Favored

Public Clouds
Favored

▪ Requires custom
or special
software stacks

▪ Primarily uses
standard software
stack or a range of
pre-set software
stacks

Observations from Research :
▪ If your software (ISV applications or specific software stack) is available on
the public cloud, the fit is much higher.
▪ The hardware and/or software stack on public clouds may not be tuned or
designed well for custom codes or for un-supported ISV codes, making onprem a better fit.
▪ Often public cloud providers are willing to help get new software into their
cloud environment.
© Hyperion Research
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Application Virtualization Performance
On-Prem
Favored
▪ Applications runs
significantly slower
in virtualized
environment

Public Clouds
Favored

▪ Virtualized applications
run with little penalty in
performance over bare
metal implementations

Observations from Research :
• Many HPC applications don't perform well in a visualized system.
Some public cloud providers offer "bare metal" or containers to help
the situation, but benchmarks are needed to see if there is acceptable
performance.
• For applications that have already been setup to work in a virtualized
environment, public clouds can be a good fit.
© Hyperion Research
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CAPEX Considerations
On-Prem
Favored
▪ When both
OPEX and
CAPEX are
pushed to be
low

Public Clouds
Favored
▪ When a low CAPEX
budget is desired (or
when low fixed
investments are
desired)

Observations from Research :
▪ Public clouds offer the ability to do processing with zero CAPEX. And to only pay when
work is needed.
▪ On-prem solutions typically have a much lower total cost of ownership, but requires a
significantly higher up front CAPEX investment.

© Hyperion Research
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Cloud Friendly Scorecard
Hyperion Research Public Cloud Scorecard
Specific Characteristic

▪ Score each characteristic
on a scale of 0-10:
▪ With 0 being characteristics
that are more friendly to onprem systems.
▪ And 10 for characteristics that
are more cloud friendly.

▪ Then sum the scores:
▪ The lower the score, the less
friendly your application or
workload may be to a public
cloud solution.

Score

Workload Peaks
Workload Variability
Workload Parallelism
Workload Size
Data Set Size
Data Security
Data Movement During Processing
Required Processor Speed
Interconnects Required
Application Software Stack
Application Virtualization Performance
CAPEX Considerations
TOTAL SCORE =

© Hyperion Research
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Next Steps
▪ Provided as an online tool (will be posted in a few days)
➢ Go To: www.HyperionResearch.com (Special Projects)

▪ Collect data on a large, diverse set of HPC, HPDA &
AI applications
• And score them using this tool

▪ Then create a directory of HPC applications, and
identify what are the major road blocks for each area:
• Those that are public cloud friendly
• Those that fit better on-prem
• Those that are in the middle

▪ Then conduct custom studies for clients
© Hyperion Research 2018
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Quantum Computing
Exploring the Landscape
I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.
-Richard Feynman, 1964

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Outline of Hyperion Research’s New Program
on Quantum Computing
▪ Hyperion Research is expanding its advanced computing
coverage to include all aspects of the quantum
computing ecosystem, in a formalized program

QC
Hardware

QC
Software

QC Algorithms

© Hyperion Research 2018

▪ This effort arises out of dozens of
requests from members of the global
HPC community that Hyperion Research
start a new practice area focused on
quantum computing research
▪ This will be an addition to our 25-year
history of closely tracking developments
in the worldwide HPC community and
market place
53

QC Program Deliverables
We are trying a new approach:
• The primary deliverable will be the ability to ask
questions that we will ask the "Experts Panel" and that
we will research
▪
▪

To provide these results quickly, many reports will be in the form
of PowerPoint slide decks and Excel spreadsheets
Clients get to set the general question areas and topics

• The research reports will include:
▪
▪
▪

Definitions/taxonomies for different QC products, different types
of QC, and different areas were QC is and could be used
Initial sizing of these different areas
Reports will be driven by the questions and topics requested by
clients

• In addition, we will be holding a number of QC
meetings/conferences
© Hyperion Research 2018
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Documents Staring to Roll Out

© Hyperion Research 2018
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The QC Experts Panel
▪ We are contacting thought leaders throughout the global QC
community to join the panel
▪ Invitations are being sent across the QC ecosystem including
HW researchers, algorithm developers, QC solutions
providers, and the growing QC user base
▪ Positive returns are coming in
▪ The panel will be used for developing and testing technology
definitions, market use cases, etc.
▪ And for probing and exploring all different types of questions
about QC and its future evolution

If interested in participating, let us know.
© Hyperion Research 2018
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Sample Results from Second Survey:
QC Progress Report
▪ The overall development of quantum computing is
progressing about as fast as most QC experts expected,
although there is some variability among the experts’
opinions
▪ Some experts highlighted that the rate of QC software
frameworks and QC algorithm development is
progressing faster than expected

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Sample Results from Second Survey:
Workforce Issue Loom
▪ Continued progress in QC development could be
hampered by a lack of qualified QC-related professionals
spanning disciplines including physics, engineering, and
computer science
▪ Some QC experts expect that as QC technology
matures, and abstraction layers stabilize, any QC
workforce shortages could decline
▪ Shortages of skilled QC experts are in areas including
quantum hardware engineering, quantum algorithm
developers, and quantum software engineering

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Sample Results from Second Survey:
Business Case May Not Be There Yet
▪ There are numerous potential advantages to widespread
QC adoption including: access to new applications;
better time to solution; and more efficient R&D operation,
although QC experts indicated that it is too early to
provide specific instances
▪ The QC experts are concerned that unrealistic promises
about near-term QC performance claims, time frames,
and use cases could have a negative impact on QC
funding going forward

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Next Survey?
▪ Value of Quantum Simulators?
▪ Time For Benchmarks?
▪ QC as an HPC Accelerator
• Or Stand Alone?

▪ Others---see me

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Planned QC Program Deliverables
Example of the market sizing and forecasts:

© Hyperion Research 2018
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The Exascale Race

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Exascale Race/Technologies

Projected Exascale System Dates
U.S.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

EU

Sustained ES*: 2022-2023
Peak ES: 2021
ES Vendors: U.S.
Processors: U.S. (some ARM?)
Initiatives: DOE ECI
Cost: $600M per system (for early
systems), plus heavy R&D
investments

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

China
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Japan

Sustained ES*: 2021-2022
Peak ES: 2020
Vendors: Chinese (multiple sites)
Processors: Chinese (plus U.S.?)
13th 5-Year Plan
Cost: $350-$500M per system,
plus heavy R&D

© Hyperion Research 2018

PEAK ES: 2023-2024
Pre-ES: 2020-2022 ($125 M)
Vendors: US and then European
Processors: x86, ARM & RISC-V
Initiatives: EuroHPC, EPI, ETP4HPC, JU
Cost: Over $300M per system, plus heavy
R&D investments

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Sustained ES*: ~2022
Peak ES: Likely as a AI/ML/DL system
Vendors: Japanese
Processors: Japanese ARM
Cost: $800M-$1B, this includes both 1
system and the R&D costs
▪ They will also do many smaller size
systems

* 1 exaflops on a 64-bit real application
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Exascale Race/Technologies

Projected Exascale Investment Levels
(In Addition to System Purchases)
U.S.
▪ $1 to $2 billion a year in R&D
(around $10 billion over 7
years)
▪ Investments by both the
government & vendors
▪ Plans are to purchases
multiple exascale systems
each year

China
▪ Over $1 billion a year in R&D (at
least $10 billion over 7 years)
▪ Investments by both
governments & vendors
▪ Plans are to purchases multiple
exascale systems each year
▪ Investing in 3 pre-exascale
systems starting in late 2018
© Hyperion Research 2018

EU
▪ About 5-6 billion euros in total (around
$1 billion a year)
▪ EU: 486M euros, Member States:
486M euros, Private sector: 422M
euros
▪ Investments in multiple exascale and
pre-exascale systems
▪ Large EU CPU funding

Japan
▪ Planned investment of over $1
billion* (over 5 years) for both the
R&D and purchase of 1 exascale
system
▪ To be followed by a number of
smaller systems ~$100M to $150M
each
▪ Creating a new processor and a
new software environment
* Note that this includes both the system and R&D
64

Chinese Exascale Plans
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China Growth Compared To USA Growth In
Acquiring Supercomputers

▪
▪
▪

China increased its purchases from $70 million a year in 2005 to over $650 million in 2017
The growth has been very steady since 2009, with 2013 being a very high year
The number of larger supercomputer sites has also grown, and is now over 20

© Hyperion Research 2018
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China Pre-Exascale Status
Two of the three Chinese exascale prototypes have been stood up
Sunway:
• Completed technical evaluation in August in Jiana, Shandong.

• CPU: likely an upgrade to SW26010, designed by the PLA High
Performance IC Design Center. (260+cores/chip, 16nm fab)
Tianhe:
• Demonstrated in May at the National Supercomputer Tianjn Center
• CPU : Pythium processor developed by NUDT, ARM64-based, FT2000+
(64 core, 16nm, 2.0-2.4GHz )
• Accelerator : NUDT developed Matrix2000+ (follow on to 128 core
matrix 2000 accelerator
Sugon :
Should be announced soon.
CPU : Dhyana x86 processors are said to be essentially identical with
AMD’s own Zen-based EPYC
© Hyperion Research 2018
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China Exascale Development Support
Chinese exascale technology development supported under National Key
R&D Plan

2016
• 19 projects, ~US $50 million, run until exascale delivery
• System applications, including drug design, oil exploration and marine
environment
2017
• 18 projects, ~US $32 million, run until exascale delivery
• Programming, parallel algorithms, applications
2018
Aim to develop key HPC application software including industrial
applications, run until exascale delivery

© Hyperion Research 2018
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China 2016 Key R&D Plan Projects
Overall technology and evaluation technology and system research
Interconnect Network Technology for E-Class High Performance Computers

Beijing Aerospace University
NUDT

Development of E-class high performance computer prototype system
E-class computer key technology verification system

Shuguang Information Industry (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
NUDT

E-class computer key technology verification system
Computable physical modeling and new calculation method suitable for E-level
calculation
Numerical aircraft prototype system development
Improvements in Earth System Models, Application Development, and High
Performance Computing
Large fluid machine parallel computing software system and demonstration for E-class
computers
Development of high performance application software system for complex engineering
mechanics
Development of high performance numerical simulation application software for marine
environment
Material Science Computing Software System and Application for E-Level Computing

Wuxi Jiangnan Institute of Computing Technology
Zhongshan University

Development and application demonstration of E-level high-performance application
software programming framework
Research on National High Performance Computing Environment Service Mechanism
and Support System
Oil seismic exploration industry application platform based on independent innovation

Beijing Institute of Applied Physics and Computational
Mathematics
CAS Computer Network Information Center

Development and application demonstration of engineering mechanics optimization
design platform for aerospace industry
Biomedical application service community based on national high performance
computing environment
Industrial product innovation optimization design service community development and
application
Educational practice platform based on national high performance computing
environment

Dalian University of Technology

© Hyperion Research 2018

China Aerodynamics Research and Development Center
Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Atmospheric
Physics
Xi'an Jiaotong University
China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower
Research
First Institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic
Administration
Jilin University

National Supercomputing Tianjin Center

CAS Computer Network Information Center
Shanghai Supercomputing Center
Zhongshan University
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China Exascale Design Goals

© Hyperion Research 2018
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Expected Chinese Exascale Plans
Computer Name

Sugon Exascale

Sunway 2020

NUDT 2020

Overview

Sugon Exascale (if
selected)

Sunway Exascale (if
selected)

TianHe-3 Prototype
Follow-on

Prime Developer
/Industry Partner

Sugon/AMD

NRCPC

NUDT

Location
Organization

City of Qingdao, the largest port in
Shandong (?)
Sugon

Planned Delivery Date/
Estimated

Sunway
2020, 4Q

TBD
NUDT
2020-2021

Planned/Estimated
Performance Pflops

1046

1000

1000

Linpack/Peak
Performance Ratio

60-70% (est.)

60-70% (est.)

70-80% (est.)

Linpack Performance

627-732

600-700

700-800

GF/Watt

34.13

30 (est.)

20-30

Linpack GF/Watt

20.90

20-23 (est.)

23.3-32.0

Source: Hyperion Research, 2018
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EU Exascale Plans
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In Comparison: European Growth Compared To
USA Growth In Acquiring Supercomputers

▪
▪

Europe has close to doubled their supercomputer purchases since
2005 (94.9% growth)
Compared to the US growing by only 18.6% since 2005

© Hyperion Research 2018
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The European JU Plan

© Hyperion Research 2018
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The European JU Plan
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The European Processor Initiative (EPI)
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A New EU Processor

© Hyperion Research 2018
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The European Ecosystem Plan
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Conclusions
▪ The exascale race is going strong with heavy
investments
•
•
•
•

China will likely installed the first exascale system
The Post-K system will likely win on many benchmarks
The US will likely have a number of very different systems
AI and big data are new requirements for exascale
systems
• Japan, Europe and China are developing their own
processors and systems
• System prices have exceeded $500 million, and may
reach $1 billion (including NRE)
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The
HPC Innovation Award
and Winners
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Examples Of Previous Winners
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The Trophy For Winners
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HPC Award Program Goals
▪ #1 Help to expand the use of HPC by showing real ROI
examples:
1.

2.

Expand the “Missing Middle” – SMBs, SMSs, etc. by providing
examples of what can be done with HPC
Show mainstream and leading edge HPC success stories

▪ #2 Create a large database of success stories across
many industries/verticals/disciplines

▪

To help justify investments and show non-users ideas on how to
adopt HPC in their environment
Create many examples for funding bodies and politicians to use
and better understand the value of HPC  to help grow public
interest in expanding HPC investments

▪

For OEMs to demonstrate success stories using their products

▪
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Users Must Submit the Value of the
Accomplishment
▪ Users are required to submit the value achieved with their
HPC system, using 3 broad categories, following a very
specific set of guidelines:
a) Dollar value of the HPC usage
– e.g., made $$$ in new revenues, saved $$$ in
costs, made $$$ in profits, etc.
b) Scientific or engineering accomplishment
– e.g. discovered how xyz really works, develop a
new drug that does xyz, etc.
c) Value to society as a whole
– e.g. ended nuclear testing, made something safer,
provided protection against xyz, etc.
… and the investment in HPC that was required
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The Judgment Process -- Clear, Fair And
Transparent
▪ The ranking of the accomplishments are done by only HPC
USERS, following very specific rules.
▪ A three step process is used:
1.

First the submission has to be complete with a clear “value”
shown
–

2.

Secondly, an assessment is made to see that it is a realistic
assessment of the value/returns
–

3.

A number of the submissions were good, but needed a little
more information – we have invited them to apply for the fall
award

By the HPC User Forum Steering Committee

Then, in cases where the value isn’t clear or a deeper technical
depth is required, the final evaluation is by experts in the specific
area/discipline
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We Have Added Two New Types
Of HPC Innovation Awards
1. The previous end-user HPC Innovation
award continues as before.
2. The first new award category rewards
applied HPC innovations for which data
centers are primarily responsible.
3. The second new category rewards HPC
vendors for HPC innovations that have
proven to benefit data centers.
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SC18 2018 Winners:

HPC Innovation Awards
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The Threat of Asteroids and What We Are
Doing About It
Donovan Mathias, NASA
▪ Asteroid impact is considered the only natural
disaster that we can detect, but only if the
asteroid is of significant size. If we can detect it,
we could have fair warning time and mitigate the
threat. His team at AMES simulates potential
scenarios and assesses the risk, to inform
agencies on what may happen and how to act.
▪ There are two pieces, one is the physical
modeling of the asteroid, its entry and break up
pattern and blast wave. The other side is the
Monte Carlo risk assessment, where NASA runs
tens of millions of risk assessment models.
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HPC Enables Personalized Non-invasive Clinical
Treatment of Schizophrenia and Parkinson’s
Wolfgang Gentzsch, UberCloud
▪

▪

This project is based on computer
simulations of non-invasive electrostimulation of the human brain in
schizophrenia. This technique can also be
applied to Parkinson's Disease, the
second most common age-related
neurodegenerative disorder after
Alzheimer’s disease.
This work demonstrates the high value of
computational modeling and simulation in
improving the clinical application of noninvasive electro-stimulation of the human
brain in schizophrenia and other
neuropsychiatric disorders. With the
addition of HPC, clinicians can now
precisely and non-invasively target regions
of the brain without affecting major parts of
the healthy brain.

▪ The HPC simulations have been
collaboratively performed by
NIMHANS National Institute of
Mental Health & Neuro Sciences in
India, Dassault SIMULIA, Advania
Data Centers, and UberCloud, with
sponsorship from Hewlett Packard
Enterprise and Intel.
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HPC Helped Pursiano Law Offices to
Prove a Client’s Case
Wolfgang Gentzsch, UberCloud
▪

PBBL Law in Las Vegas/Orlando approached UberCloud and Fraunhofer Institute for
Building Physics in Germany asking for HPC support in a lawsuit dealing with a twin
tower residential condo.

▪

Because of the competing opinions in the case and the inability to field test the experts’
hypotheses, PBBL Law, for the first time in their history, chose HPC modelling to
determine whether damage was caused by moisture transfer through the plaster
coated exterior walls or that it was the result of negative pressure in the living units. To
accomplish this the team used the WUFI Plus simulation environment, a hygrothermal
building simulation software from the Fraunhofer. They simulated the temporal
development of the heat and moisture profiles within a component and the heat and
moisture exchange on the component surface, including solar radiation through
windows, inner heat and moisture sources or sinks, HVAC systems and ventilation.
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In Summary
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Important Dates For Your Calendar
▪ 2019 HPC USER FORUM MEETINGS:
• April 1, 2, 3 in Santa Fe, New Mexico
• September 9, 10, 11 at ANL, near Chicago
• International meetings will be set soon
• Register at http://hpcuserforum.com/events.html
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The HPC User Forum:
www.hpcuserforum.com

Presentation
Slides
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HPC User Forum Steering Committee
▪ Paul Muzio, HPC industry expert (Chair)
▪ Rupak Biswas, NASA Ames (Vice Chair)
▪ Earl Joseph, Hyperion Research (Executive Director)
▪ Vijay Agarwala, Virginia Tech
▪ Alex Akkerman, Ford Motor Company
▪ C. Scot Atkins, Industry Expert: Advanced Analytics/Dense Supercomputing
▪ Doug Ball, HPC expert (formerly Boeing)
▪ Mike Bernhardt, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
▪ Jeff Broughton. NERSC/Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
▪ Paul Buerger, HPC industry expert
▪ Simon Burbidge, University of Bristol (UK)
▪ Clayton Chandler, Credit Suisse/New York
▪ Candy Culhane, Los Alamos National Laboratory
▪ Jack Collins, National Cancer Institute
▪ Steve Conway, Hyperion Research
▪ Steve Finn, Emagine IT
▪ Merle Giles, Moonshot Research
▪ Keith Gray, British Petroleum
▪ Sharan Kalwani, Fermilab
▪ Arno Kolster, Providentia Worldwide
▪ Doug Kothe, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
▪ Jysoo Lee, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)
▪ David Martin, Argonne National Laboratory
▪ Ryan Quick, Providentia Worldwide
▪ Stephane Requena, GENCI
▪ Michael Resch , HLRS, University of Stuttgart
▪ Vince Scarafino, HPC industry Expert
▪ Suzy Tichenor, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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71 Meetings Worldwide Since 2000
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Amsterdam, Netherlands (SARA)
Annecy, France
Bangalore, India (Indian Institute
of Technology)
Beijing, China (Chinese Academy
of Sciences)
Bologna, Italy (CINECA)
Bristol, UK
Bruyères-le-Châtel, France
(Teratec)
Canberra, Australia
Geneva, Switzerland (CERN)
Kobe, Japan (RIKEN)
Lausanne, Switzerland (EPFL)
London, UK (Imperial College)
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Manchester, UK (Manchester
University)
Melbourne, Australia
Munich, Germany (LRZ)
New Delhi, India (Indian Institute of
Science)
Paris, France (GENCI)
Seoul, Korea (National Institute of
Supercomputing & Networking)
Stuttgart, Germany (HLRS)
Warsaw, Poland (University of
Warsaw)
Yokohama, Japan (Earth Simulator
Center)
Zurich, Switzerland (ETH Zurich)
United States (many locations)
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Conclusions
▪ HPC is still expected to be a growth market
• 2022 will be a very strong year
• 2018 is doing very well, and may exceed 8% growth

▪ Cloud computing, HPDA, including ML/DL,
cognitive and AI – are fueling the growth
• Driving storage growth and new types of technologies
• HPDA, AI, ML & DL markets are expanding opportunities for
vendors

▪ Major software issues continue in:
• Application scaling & redesign (developing new algorithms)
• Developing standard ML & DL solutions
• Making full use of more complex hybrid systems
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Thank You!
QUESTIONS?
INFO@HYPERIONRES.COM
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